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The Vortex. Long live British Yoof'' that great art ,·ortex 
sprung up in the center of London because "nobody in 
London thinks that anything outside London is worth 
looking at."' British Yoof stand for the Reality of the 
Present-not for the sentimental Future, or the sacrosanct 
Past. "The British 16-year-old school-leaver joins a sub-lit
eral [sic] and sub-numerate under-class. A leprosy of empti
ness and recurrent rage marks him and her. Drugged by tele
vision in a small island more saturated than any other by the 
mass media, he and she have been literally trashed ... ' We 
want to leave Nature and Humanity alone. "Business as 
Usual1" ' We need the unconsciousness of Humanity-their 
stupidity, animalism, and dreams. We also need to consume 
"continental cultural theory (the 'French disease'') the way 
other people change cars." 'We believe in no perfectibility ex
cept our own and that of post-Modernism, "which has its 
roots in the disillusionment felt by many Paris intellectuals 
in the aftermath of the great upheavals of 1968," and "per
fectly catches a mood of helplessness and apathy felt by 
many on the Left in the face of Thatcherism and the collapse 
of so-called 'workers' states.'' Intrinsic beauty is in the 
Interpreter and Seer, not in the object or content. "We like 
to think of ourselves as a rope over an abyss between our 
culture and something that doesn't exist yet, the abyss is like 
the dead power which is the foundation of our culture, and 
our work is the nothing or maybe the thing that's between 
this idea of the fullness of the void and the emptiness of ev
el)1hing."' We do not want to change the appearance of the 
world, and do not depend on the appearance of the world 
for our art. We only want the world to live, and to feel its 
crude energy flowing through us. 'The early Eighties taught 
us that there was a market place for art.,., "There are 
artists. perhaps now in their middle age, who go on paint
ing painting and painting, and who do not bother to show 
their work, to have their work seen. Thei~ rooms must be
come smaller and smaller, as they stack the canvases against 
the wall";"t hey are not us. Popular art does not mean the 
art of poor people, as it is conventionally supposed to. It 
means the art of individuals. Education (art education and 
general education) tends to destroy the creative instinct. 
Therefore it is in time~when education has been nonexistent 
that art has chiefly flourished: "In any given age group, 
France, Germany. Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands but also 
Greece graduate 30 per cent more qualified 18-year-olds than 
does the United Kingdom."" Is it a mere accident that that 
is the most favorable time for the individual to appear? The 

I. The conc.eplualiza1ion or a new generation of anisls ~-ho are fixed in the ambcred abun
danct of London is subject lo a numher of constra ints th:u abrade and unstltle the nor
mal logic of promotion and cura1orial practice. Theoretic.ally. lhe rela1ionships betw~n 
cl:lss. race. and gender must he made visible. a~ thest uhima1ely detennine how lhe most 
important questions of -membership" within a newly imagined a\'ant•gardc arc settled. 
The .. new generation .. of ··young British anisls .. is a cuhural phenomenon formed out 
or specific needs expressed primarily in terms of a presumed national culture. But even 
that celebratory discourse is subject to pressures brought to bear by historical responses 
10 the collapSt of British colonialism, its neooolonialist af1crmath, and the prevailing con
sciousness of the subordination of the early.20th-century English avanl•gardc in paint· 
ing and sculpture 10 the Conlinental avant· gardes, and, domcstica.lly, 10 the practi~ of 
li1era1urc. Thal tension conlinucs to be felt by contemporary English cura1on as a ~prei:. 
erence" for Lhe semiabstracl, the blandly narrative , and the environmentally anecdotal 
inarL. 

2. Karsien Schubert. quo1ed in nDiscussion.~ in Technique A11gluise: Current Trrnds in 
Brinsh Art: ed. Andrew Renton and Liam Gillick. London: Thames and Hudson. p. 37. 

3. Grorge Steiner, "A nation saved by philistinism:· The Guardian. 5 October 1991. p. 25. 
4. The title of a work by Critical ~r. which. according to Glynn Banh and Hannah 

\ 'owles. "presents abstraction as decor. production as indusU')'.'' and contrasts ~the 
gbmor of fame. where Business-as.Usual becomes a trompe l'ocil to disguise the squalor 
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task we have set ourselves: to destroy politeness and post
Modern culture. ''The galaxy of signs, or was it the black
hole of simulation1 Either way no one cares as long as the 
seemingly endless reversibility of signs continues to be lu
bricated by cultural 'innovation' and 'content." ' " We will 
convert the Queen if possible. Why not? Do you think 
John Major or Neil Kinnock or Paddy Ashdown has the 
vortex in him? May we hope for art from Lady Di1 We are 
against the glorification of '·the People," as we are against 
the '"sisterly' book My Secret Garden by Nancy Friday,"" 
and against those who pathetically claim to have "utterly lost 
[their] ability to think or speak coherently about anything at 
all."" We are more concerned with how we make work. 

The First Manifesto. Blast first (from politeness) England. 
Victorian vampire, the London cloud sucks the town's 
heart. A 1,000-mile-long. two-kilometer-deep body of wa
ter is pushed against us from the Floridas to make us mild. 
Officious mountains keep back drastic winds. So much vast 
machinery to produce: The Turn er Prize, Technique 
Anglaise, Wild Nature Crank, "Desert Island Discs": 
"Presenter: What are your eight favourite records? John 
Major: Record bankruptcies. repossessions, interest rates. 
unemployment, VAT ... er. .... ,, Domesticated Policeman 
(no guns)," "Masterpiece Theatre." Curse the flabby art 
collectors and financial backers whose vision of art goes no 
further than the secondary market; curse those who can 

of recession. and white Eurotrash wi1h no future.- EA~rp1ed from the exhibition·pam· 
phlct accompanying-Rccmt H~to~-.- Canterbury Canterbury lnstitule of An. 1991. n.p. 

5. A derogatory term coined by Mel Ramsden and Mayo Thompson during the late 1970s, 
aimed al the thoughtless ust of semio1ics to interpret art practice. 

6. Mike Jarret. -Lure of the chic,- Th,, Guardian, weekend edition. 5-ti October 1991, 
p .. 38. 

7. Ibid. 
8. Critical Decor. unpublished statement. 1991. The 1cx1 continues: -Hmm. yeah even right 

from the stan our decision to call ou~h ·es Critical Decor CJ.me from lhis impossibil
ity that we felt a.rt implied. Yeah. and out of this problem we 5ttfTl to have reached the 
inevitable conclusion that an itself is something that's got 10 be overcome." 

9. Andrew Renton. quoted in -oiscu·ssion." p. 13. 
10. Ibid .. p. 31. 
II. Steiner. p. 25. 
12. Critical Decor. unda1ed. unpublished manuscript. 
13. Rachel Evans. unpublished statement. 1991. 
14. Hugo rnn Hofmannsthal. The Lord Chando:s Lmer , trans. Russell Stockman, Marlboro: 

Marlboro Press. 1986. p. 19. Thanks to Susan Wherler for bringing 1his reference LO my 
aucmion. 

15. Primte E.1·t. ccm~r. 17 Janua~ 199~. 

only afford to abandon art and artists and pull the carpet 
out from under their feet (but "it will not change the Yis
ibility of the really good work" because '·good artists are 
visible to the people who really care, and that's all that 
matters" "). Blast the specialist, "pro fessional." '·good 
craftsperson,'' the amateur, the art pimp, the journalist. 
Blast humor: quack English drug for stupidity and sleepi
ness. Blast sport. Blast the years 1979 to 1990; blast the 
pasty shadow cast by miniscule Major, wring the neck of 
all whining late-night show hosts. Blast the deadly chic of 
Dering Street. the horrors of Hackney (more artists per 
square meter than any other locale in the Western world; 
in outlook "just like New York City, only smaller"''). Oh, 
blast France too (we could go on)." 

The Second Manifesto. Bless England' For its situation 
comedies on the BBC and Granada TV, which switchback 
on blue,.green, and red video waves all around the pink 
earth ball. Bless the vast planetary abstraction of culture and 
its home, the !CA. Bless all ports, restless machines of light
houses, blazing through the frosty starlight, cutting the 
storm like a cake, and providing a beacon for all who would 
land on our shores, because "all the most important mod
ern writers of what we think of as the English canon are in 
fact social marginals of various kinds, when not outright 
foreigners."" Bless Liverpool, Newcastle-on-Tyne. and 
Glasgow. Bless England, industrial island machine, "a sec
ond-order Japan or Gern1any.'' ''the country which initiated 
the industrial revolution" and "can now deconstruct it."" 
Bless the cold, magnanimous, delicate, gauche. fanciful. 
stupid English. Bless Prince Charles. Bless "The Late 
Show." Bless T.W.O.C.-ing and ram-raiding." Bless "E." ~ 
Bless English humor: the great barbarous weapon of the ge
nius among races; the wild mountain railway from idea to 
idea in the ancient fair of life; a hysterical wall built round 
the ego. Bless the solitude of laughter and one ton of Jaffa 
oranges spilled out on the floor of a derelict warehouse: or 
thousands of flowers crushed between plates of glass; or 
windows glazed with Vaseline; or brides iced into their wed
ding gowns; or little poppet beads strung together and look
ing nearly like a small bird; or the frock that maybe your 
mother wore as a girl, or you bought at Whistles. or at a 
second-hand shop, or you spent a whole month making. 
Bless Critical Decor, bless Rachel Evans, bless ~fariko 
Mori, bless Anya Gallaccio, and bless Hope." D 
Michael Carris is a writer and a senior lecturer of an a\ Oxford Pol:,1echnic. Oxforri.. England. 

16. See. howe\·er. the details surrounding the cases of police impropriety (lhe fabn.::ation and 
suppression of evidence. etc.) broughl by. among others. the -Guilford Fm::-- and \he 
··Birmingham Six.'· 

17. Schubert. quoted in ''Discussion," p. 33. 
18. An inversion of a remark anributed to Bob Hoskins: ~1"~· York City ~ j us1 like 

Hackney. only bigger.'' 
19. For example: pig plagiarism. belly, slippers: poodle temper; bad music: sentim~tal Gallic 

iush; sensationalism: fussiness: Parisian parochialism: Mea:a of the American. etc. 
20. Fredric Jameson. Natioru:J!Um. Co/011iali.rm ond Liieroturt>: Modernism und /r,;?eriali.<m, 

Deny : Field Day Theatre Company. 1988, footnote 9, p. 1-t 
21. Steiner, p. 27. 
22. "T.W.O.C.-ing.,: street talk for stealing cars: derived from a police acronym for Mtaken 

without owner's consent.- -Ram-raiding" is burglary using stolen high·pcrfon::::i.ance c:irs 
10 ram through the pla1e.glass fronts of retail shops in malls.. 

23. Thal is. the drug Exstasy. 
24. A map of the relationships between the above-named ,i.nists might be d..-awn that 

places Critical De.cor in opposition 10 Hope (the "Void." being roughly equf'/Unt to an 
anarchic negativity. oppo5ed to the threshold of art as repres,:-nted by kitsch , and. in a 
neighboring figure. positions Mori, Evans. and Gallac.cio in a 1riangulated ~lationship 
to the destruc1ion of the P)·gmalion myth. 
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·~Ill.A AND HARRIET GUINNESS WEAR CRITICAL DECOR 
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Critical Decor, White Eurotrash With No Fuf~re, 1991, project for Frieze magazine, Summer 1991. Inset: Critical Decor, 
Void, 199~ neon, 12" long. With the members of Critical Decor-David Pugh (left) and Toby Morgan. 
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CRITICAL DECOR 

C ritical Decor is the name adopted by a pair of English 
artists, David Pugh and Toby Morgan, who have worked 

together since 1990. Much of their work consists of confron
tational, polemical texts that read like House versions of 
Theodor Adorno or Nietzsche, these installed directly on the 
walls of the exhibition site. Sometimes a single word will do, 
such as "Void" or "Silence." Both of those works seem to re
fer to the law-and-Order aspect of esthetic closure, which is un
derstood by Critical Decor to be the reigning ideology of the 
current art scene in England. But that pessimistic outlook has 
never kept Critical Decor from jumping into the fray, Situationist 
International-style: a recent work took the form of a full
page image in the newly launched English art-and-design 
magazine Frieze. Picturing the sisters Camilla and Harriet 
Guinness wearing identical T-shirts embroidered on the front 
panel with the phrase "White Eurotrash With No Future," 
the work addresses those who live in what Gayatri Spivak has 
termed the "geriatric ward that is the North." pushing to the 
limits the notion of (Eurocentric) self-criticism as public spec
tacle. It is also an intriguing take on the idea of detournement, 
where the media "site" becomes an advertisement of its own 
death. Because we in North America tend to read the work of 
English artists across a narrow band of already assimilated 
"international" art rather than within the local cultural context 
of England, the particularities of (local) strategies and strug
gles remain invisible. Critical Decor seems to suggest that the 
concept of " local" culture is a romanticization, an empty 
concept drawn from the bankrupt ideology of "oppositional" 
culture. Where "texts" were once fetishized as a cipher for crit· 
icality and subversion, Critical Decor now relates them to the 
production of such trivial cosmetica as the cheap logos of High 
Street fashion chains. Their work raises the interesting ques
tion of the real cultural cost of the "internationalization" of 
English contemporary art, which cannot even call itself a 
heritage industry. The very name "Critical Decor" is meant, in 
the first instance, to point out an "(im)possibility": a world 
where decor is all and yet where one still holds out for a sig
nal of the hope of criticality_ in decorous forms. Like the 
"space" qf a Daniel Buren, where the absence of anything un
decorous is _taken to prefigure the existence of a social and 
political space where a transformational practice might again 
be possible, the ideal "space" of Critical Decor is the Void
where "everything is (im)possible. • 



(JZ) achel Evans' wor11 reminds us that 
.7 0 Simone de Beauvoir's question 
"What is a woman?," originally posed in her 
1952 The Second Sex, remains a signifi
cant, fertile field of inquiry for artists ad
dressing gender. Evans accordingly takes as 
her subject the exploration of how women, as 
the objects of the inescapable, suppressive 
male gaze, might be able to represent this so
cial condition 20 years removed from the im
portant feminist critiques expressed in art dur
ing the 1970s. She seems to be suggesting 
that at least one important feminist rallying 
cry of that period-the empowering slogan 
that exhorts us to make the private public
is now ineffective as a strategy to counter the 
subjugation of women. In one sense, Evans 
goes out of her way to register her skepticism 
on this account, and, looking at her wor11, we 
too begin to wonder whether the theoretical 
totalization of the ·public" and the "private" 
was ever more than a point of departure for 
a certain class-based feminist discourse that 
only imagined itself to be ·universal.· What 
criticality and comfort, Evans queries, re
main for contemporary women within the 
purview of the culturally constituted, class
stratified categories of the "feminine," the 
"home," the ·psyche"? The questioning of the 
essentialism of these categories provides 
Evans with a potent origination and focus. a// 
things nice, 1988, is Evans' self-portrait as an 
ingenue who has been literally "iced" into a 
ball gown. The facial expression and gesture 
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of the artist appear to be communicating 
two things at once: first, acquiescence to 
male sexual fantasies by virtue of the situ
ation itself; and second, utter contempt for 
the place she is in. In a later wor11, Evans 
turned to the association between the ob
jectification of women and the domestic set
ting of the home by nominating the practice 
of preservation and canning as an allegory for 
that system of subjugation. Harvest, 1990, 
is an installation of scores of jam jars filled 
with homemade strawberry jam and con
vincingly packaged in quaint calico, a mate
rial redolent of 19th-century domesticity and 
servility. These objects might have been con
ceived as the site for a heavy-handed fext on 
the ·super-exploitation or women· or the es
theticization of ·women's wor11," and, there
fore, become predictable and portentous 
symbols of women's oppression. But the 
opportunity for that facile conjunction of the 
"objects of repression" with the ideological 
means for liberation has been happily over
looked by Evans. Instead, she uses her wit 
both to frustrate our rather conventional ex
pectations concerning the representation of 
feminist issues in art and to make a new 
point. Consequently, all the Jam jars sport la
bels printed with extracts from Nancy Friday's 
My Secret Garden, the best-selling book of 
women's sexual fantasies. According to 
Evans, that book is paradigmatic of the lim
its and dangers of making the private public, 
underscoring the complicity of the confes-

sional mode with the op
pressive powers it imagines 
it is in rebellion against. 
Looking at the texts on 
Evans' jam jars, one may be 
struck less by their "libera
tory· power than by their re
production of the texture of 
male-oriented pornography. 
E= knows, of course, that 
the media-still largely un
der the control of men and 
aimed at reinforcing the fan
tasies of men-are capable 
of undoing all that feminists 
would seek to do in the pub
lic arena. That insight re
ceived interesting confirma
tion in the reception, and 
ultimate fate, of another of 
Evans' works, which inad
vertently provided confirma
tion of the dangers of ex
ploring the gendered site 
unaware of how easily fash
ion and life-style may be re
formed into something quite 
like the pornographic. In 
1990, Evans produced a 
photographic self-portrait, 
lusciously ringed with straw
berries, to illustrate an arti
cle on her that appeared in 
Blitz magazine. In an art
world context, the irony of 
the image's staged feminine 
sweetness and innocence 
was unproblematically evi-
dent Three months later, however, the image 
was republished without the artist's con
sent in New/ook magazine, a publication 
well known in France for its mix of life-style 
articles and soft-core pornography. Evans' 
ideological position admittedly owes a great 
deal to the exceptional work of Andrea 
C>.Yorl<in (despite the fact that Michel Foucault 
Is ritualistically invoked by Evans in her writ
ings on this wor11). Nevertheless, the artist 
does introduce a necessary degree of speci
ficity to that critical discourse, and she suc
ceeds in reminding us that certain attitudes 
toward young ·emerging· talent can only be 
penetrated with reference to a direct expe
rience of the critical frame of feminism. It 
seems that we need to be reminded that the 
internationalization or feminist critique does 
not necessarily entail the valorization or all 
historically specific forms that legitimize 
themselves in the name of that critique. 
Dead Meat, 1991, a site-specific installation 
attuned equally to architecture, audience, 
and the gendered gaze, used Vaseline to 
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"frost" the windows of the street frontage of 
a temporary art exhibition space in the 
London Docklands. Evans treated the win
dows strategicall:t, so that an outsider's gaze 
was selectively focused on the activity in 
the interior. Floating in this sea of goppy 
translucency were a few necessary islands of 
transparency: clear, rectangular sections of 
glass on which the artist had stenciled, also 
in Vaseline, the names of various cuts of 
meat. The flaneur saw a symphony of dis
embodied legs peeking through the unfrosted 
glazing, these labeled "Hind Quarter," "Rump 
Steak,· and "Loin Chop" in Snell Roundhand, 
an elegant 18th-century engraver's script. 

Le~: Rachel Evans, Harvest (detail), 1.990 , 500 
ja rs of jam with text. 18 x 78" . Above: Rachel 
Evans, all things nice, 1988 . mixed media perfor
mance, Royal College of Art. London, 1988 . 
Opposite, top: Anya Gallacclo, Preserve (Beauty), 
1.991., three sheets of glass and 800 gerbera now
ers, 78 x 141". Installation view at Karsten Schubert 
Gallery, London. Opposite. bottom and inset: Anya 
Gallacclo , Lead Floor , 1989 , melted lead. 
Installation view at the Anderson O'Oay Gallery, 
London. Photo: Rupert Conant. 
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Anya Gallaccio 
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A re we really to believe that simply by 
letting things be as they are, Anya 

Gallaccio creates evocative works of tran
sience? It could be argued that Gallaccio's 
"scatter· piece of one ton of Jaffa oranges 
is indebted to the art of the '70s; or that her 
covering of the entire floor of a London art 
gallery with lead, melted down at different 
temperatures in order to achieve a varie
gated color, owes its origins to Richard 
Serra; or, finally, that her installations of flow
ers under glass, as they undergo the various 
stages of decomposition, are ultimately be
holden to a Beuysian approach to natural 
systems. And yet none of that is really true 
for some critics: to them it is just as plau
sible to suggest that Gallaccio is lost in a 
Turneresque dream. Photography abets and 
betrays Gallaccio. 1(1 the first instance, what 
we can never see }n reproductions of her 
work is its particular presence, its ushering 
in of ·aura· through the back door: the pun
gency of rotting vegetation, the delicate col
oration of intricate fungal networks, the all
encompassing perfume of morbidity. The 
existence of such a profoundly ephemeral 
body of work is certainly not new to con
temporary art; neither is the implied theme 
of mortality. decay, and loss one that has 
not been dealt with before and, perhaps, 
with more grandeur. But something more 
than the flowers might be said to be disin
tegrating here. Consider a publicity photo
graph of the artist taken while she was 
completing the task of covering the main 
floors of the gallery with molten lead. · 
Alongside the disdain for monumentality, 
the need to invoke fundamental and irre
versible processes of change upon the cho
sen gallery site, one can discern a pose of 
defiance: the artist's (feminine) body is 
cloaked by a variaty of protective coverings 
and gear, her gender rendered invisible, in 
stark contrast to the machismo of the fa
mous photographs of Serra flinging molten 
lead that invariably overlie our cultural imag
ination. But that gear does not simply mask 
Gallaccio's femininity; it also shields her 
self from both recognizability and the outside 
world. Granted, the macho uniform allows for 
the enactment of the (male) pose. But at 
what cost? While it is depressing to imagine 
life wholly through the metaphor of organic 
decay, is it any less pessimistic to take the 
paving of the gallery with lead as a herald for 
a new regime? Both the decaying flowers 
and the gently poured skein of molten ma
terial are somehow reciprocal figures in a 
deeply conflicted toxic emplotment of being, 
and strike this writer as leaving the whole 
question of empowerment in a state of 
melancholic suspension and ill health. 
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1:' •• : .. '-':~1.-_,;,"., ,. surnan:ie!1.,0f Georgie ~Hop,ton. a~~ .S~m9n~'::'{~P.ubt, _!)f c_loying sen~ment~IL~:-~~ ~ simil~ - ; .;,.: :· 0 •• 

,· ~-':. ~-:'· ·· Perit~n. whg began to" coll~_h9r~te·ip. !~~ ,!.~_yein Is a_~re . er:iigmatic worj(-i epli!edly .,.'·::·:~ ":°;;-r 
••· , · • ··_ 'when both were students at St. Martin's 0 t doneincollaborationwithoneBipashaGhosh /:~'3'-' ·r . . > :: ..,-.. ',. 'scho61 of Art in Loridon. The initiailmpet~s . . "( b~t do we know ·the identity of Bipaiha • : f. . 

.;·, •.• . ., was to work together becausJ cif shared in- -,.; Ghosh? Only that the name must be identified ·: 
terests and influences: but their collabo"rative "with that which is not of "British· but of "colo-
efforts quickly shifted from'·a mean;icit'pro-··. } 1ia1· .origin). The work, titlf1d Oide . .. : · . ..,· 

- _ducing work to the more -difficult' position of·,,.-' \'forld, is ii gigantic"cqmputer~ . -~ . _:...,._..,(_. .. .'.. 
' establishing a space foi°critical reflectiqn·b~";-~generated painting of Tower -'·. ·_.;" ·· •.. ' ... : : -~ 
the process of production itself. There is a Bridge as it would appear 
sense in which Hope, as a'dialogical opposite ·· if suddenly overgrown 
of anarchic nihilism, enacts a similar sign of with ivy. It is at once a 
meaninglessness through the presentation of ·' · hysterical and an ill-
kitsch. But the cliche functions not as nega- nocent display of 
tivity, not as a lack of ·art; but, instead, as verdant .splendor 
a utopian "fullness.· Sometimes, Hope is a and all that means_ 
crucible for the creation and enactment of var- to the "British,· and, 
ious personae: the title of its first gallery ex
hibition-"Seeds of Hope· -seems to point 
to the relaxed sense of collaboration enjoyed 
by these two artists, ever in the spirit of a kind 
of "abundance." It is also true that there is 
the danger of Hope's profusion of cliche-coll
structions, collages, and the like dissolving 
into thin air, inconsequentiality, indifference. 
But Hope's lightness and informality are typ
ical of a widespread attitude that has taken 
hold of younger artists in London. It may be 
a bizarre form of recycled punk resentment 
made to appear as torpor. What better rep
resentation of social life for the eternally 
marginal? Hope's strongest work takes place 
outside the gallery, as if to say that torpor has 
yet to be defeated by the world at large. A 
1991 project for Frieze magazine consisted 
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through its insinua-
• tion as "faux· Tudor, 

a harbinger of more 
sinister social flux. Once 
again, the display site is lo
cated in the Docklands dis
trict, an area of intensive urban ·~,: , 
"renewal" on the south bank of the Thames 
that has become a living monument to the so
cial crimes of Thatcherism. The work might 
have been conceived originally as little more 
than a stunning burlesque; but as the re
cession has all but eliminated property spec
ulation throughout all areas of London. the im
age of Tower Bridge choked by its own 
heritage is loopy enough to be taken as a 
prospectus for the next wave of nostalgic 
property development. 
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